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13A
1. Read the story to your student. 

2. Read it together slowly. Have the student point to each word as you read.

3. Together, find all the consonant chunks and mark them in blue. Find the Bossy r chunks and 
mark them in purple. It is suggested that the student mark the Bossy r chunk in carry, rather than the rr 
chunk. Finally, look for silent letters that are not part of chunks and mark them in orange. 

Camels are called “ships of the desert.” 
Like big ships, camels carry loads 
from place to place. Camels have 
big feet that spread as they walk. 
That way they don’t sink in the 
sand! Camels are a good way 
to travel in the desert.

Consonant Chunksch  gh  ph  sh  th  wh 
gn  kn  qu  wr  dg  ck  tch
bb  cc  dd  ff  gg  hh  kk  ll  mmnn  pp  rr  ss  tt  ww  vv  zz 

Bossy r Chunks
ar  er  i r   or  ur

Section 1: Consonant and Bossy r Chunks, Silent Letters
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Section 2: Copywork

Copy and chunk the story. Mark all the letter patterns that you marked on the left‑hand page.

Camels are called “ships
C
of the desert.” Like big 
o
ships, camels carry loads 
s
from place to place. 
f
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13B
1. Read the story to your student. 

2. Read it together slowly. Have the student point to each word as you read.

3. Together, find the consonant chunks and mark them in blue. Mark the Bossy r chunks in 
purple. Finally, look for silent letters that are not part of chunks and mark them in orange.

Camels are called “ships of the 
desert.” Like big ships, camels 
carry loads from place to 
place. Camels have big 
feet that spread as they 
walk. That way they don’t 
sink in the sand! Camels 
are a good way to travel 
in the desert.

Consonant Chunksch  gh  ph  sh  th  wh 
gn  kn  qu  wr  dg  ck  tch
bb  cc  dd  ff  gg  hh  kk  ll  mmnn  pp  rr  ss  tt  ww  vv  zz 

Bossy r Chunks
ar  er  i r   or  ur

Section 1: Consonant and Bossy r Chunks, Silent Letters
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Section 2: Copywork

Copy and chunk the story. Mark all the letter patterns that you marked on the left‑hand page.

Camels have big feet 
C
that spread as they walk.
t
That way they don’t
T
sink in the sand! 
s
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13C
1. Read the story to your student. 

2. Read it together slowly. Have the student point to each word as you read.

3. Together, find the consonant chunks and mark them in blue. Mark the Bossy r chunks in 
purple. Finally, look for silent letters that are not part of chunks and mark them in orange.

Camels are called “ships of the 
desert.” Like big ships, camels 
carry loads from place to place. 
Camels have big feet that spread 
as they walk. That way they don’t 
sink in the sand! Camels are a 
good way to travel in the desert.

Consonant Chunksch  gh  ph  sh  th  wh 
gn  kn  qu  wr  dg  ck  tch
bb  cc  dd  ff  gg  hh  kk  ll  mmnn  pp  rr  ss  tt  ww  vv  zz 

Bossy r Chunks
ar  er  i r   or  ur

Section 1: Consonant and Bossy r Chunks, Silent Letters
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Section 2: Copywork

Copy and chunk the story. Mark all the letter patterns that you marked on the left‑hand page.

That way they don’t 
T
sink in the sand! 
s
Camels are a good way to
C
travel in the desert.
t
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13D
1. Read the story to your student. 

2. Read it together slowly. Have the student point to each word as you read.

3. Together, find the consonant chunks and mark them in blue. Mark the Bossy r 
chunks in purple. Finally, look for silent letters that are not part of chunks and mark 
them in orange.

Camels are called “ships of 
the desert.” Like big ships, 
camels carry loads from 
place to place. Camels 
have big feet that spread as 
they walk. That way they don’t 
sink in the sand! Camels are a 
good way to travel in the desert.

Consonant Chunksch  gh  ph  sh  th  wh 
gn  kn  qu  wr  dg  ck  tch
bb  cc  dd  ff  gg  hh  kk  ll  mmnn  pp  rr  ss  tt  ww  vv  zz 

Bossy r Chunks
ar  er  i r   or  ur

Section 1: Consonant and Bossy r Chunks, Silent Letters
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Section 2: No Rule Day

Draw a picture of the story or write your own story. Be creative and have fun.
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13E
1. Read the story to your student. 

2. Read it together slowly. Have the student point to each word as you read.

3. Together, find the consonant chunks and mark them in blue. Mark the Bossy r chunks in 
purple. Finally, look for silent letters that are not part of chunks and mark them in orange.

Camels are called “ships of 
the desert.” Like big ships, 
camels carry loads from 
place to place. Camels 
have big feet that spread 
as they walk. That way 
they don’t sink in the sand! 
Camels are a good way to 
travel in the desert.

Consonant Chunksch  gh  ph  sh  th  wh 
gn  kn  qu  wr  dg  ck  tch
bb  cc  dd  ff  gg  hh  kk  ll  mmnn  pp  rr  ss  tt  ww  vv  zz 

Bossy r Chunks
ar  er  i r   or  ur

Section 1: Consonant and Bossy r Chunks, Silent Letters
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Section 2: Dictation

Turn the page to write this week’s story from dictation.
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Write this week’s story from dictation. Take your time and ask for help if you need it.

Camels
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